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Mirror Debate Tonight
The
Fairfield
Volume 12, No. la

Orientation
Process
By Christine Henchar
Staff Writer

MRRORV
Our Second Decade
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FUSA Presidential Hopefuls Emerge

The Image of Fairfield

Spring Break?
page 5

Carroll and Dietz to debate tonight
By Lynn Ann Casey
Assistant News Editor

student government." Specifically, he wants to improve the
Adopt-A-Frosh and Class Council
programs. Frank's major objecPosters, banners, and fliers
tives are "school unity:" and
have overtaken the Campus Cen"communication between FUSA
ter as once again it is time for the
and the student body". He also
FUSA presidential elections to be
held. This year, they will take place
Frank Carroll has been active wants to establish an Inter-Resion Tuesday, February 2. All un- in FUSA for two and a half years. dence Council, a mini-course program, and a prodergraduates are
posal to install
eligible to vote
phones into all
in the Campus
Center from
dorm rooms to
10:00am
to
save
students
7:00pm.
The
money.
Both canditwo candidates
running
are
dates have a sinMark Dietz and
cere and dedicated
interest in the stuFrank Carroll.
Mark Dietz
dents of Fairfield
P: Whitehouse and want the opis a politics ma- Mark Dietz and Frank Carroll
jor with a sociology minor, and is He has worked in all three portunity to give back to Fairfield
currently FUSA's Director of branches of FUSA and has been some of what it has given to them.
Academics. Frank Carroll is a very much in touch with students, They want to get students more inhistory major with a Spanish mi- as he is an RA in Claver. Frank volved in FUSA. As Mark says,
nor, and is currently the Executive said he would not have been in the "The S in FUSA stands for the
Director of FUSA. Both candi- position to run for FUSA president students, and they are the most
dates have been busy campaigning if it had not been for his "great important part of the government".
since their return from Christmas influences and supporters" espe- Frank feels that, "communication
break. Both anxiously await the cially including his campaign between FUSA and the student
manager, John Kane, and all others body is essential to make the govresults of the election.
who have worked hard on his ernment work".
When Mark joined FUSA one campaign. His slogan, as well as Regardless of what the election
year ago, he had no intention of his main goal, is to "Get Results". results may be, both candidates
running for president. Now, be- Frank wants to be president be- said that they will remain an intecause he has has enjoyed it so cause he "believes in FUSA" and gral part of the Student Association here at Fairfield. Mark and
much and has gained a lot of expe- he has "so much I want to do".
The goals of each of thecandi- Frank are sincerely interested in
rience, he feels he can take on the
responsibility of being president dates make the distinction and simply serving the student body.
The Mirror is sponsoring a deof FUSA. With the help of his should be considered carefully by
campaign manager, Mike voters. Mark wants, "improved bate between the candidates toBoynton, Mark has portrayed student communication, more and night at 7:00pm in Gonzaga Audihimself as "FUSA's Future." He better events, and, overall, strong torium. All are welcome to attend.

Next September, 250 members of the Class of 1990 can look
forward to welcoming freshmen to
Fairfield. Traditionally, Freshman Orientation has been the responsibility of the Junior Class,
and Jeanne DiMuzio, Director of
Freshmen Orientation, hopes that
the Class of 1990 will enthusiastically fill all 250 positions. Although this tradition will remain
thesame, anumberof changes will
be implemented to help the weekend run more smoothly. In addition, the administration intends to
emphasize academic life at Fairfield more than in previous years.
One of the major differences
in next year's program is the addition of Day-Chairs, who will assist
the Co-Chairs. Two Day-Chairs
will oversee the activities of the
day they are assigned. Jeanne DiMuzio designed this structure to
take some of the pressure off of the
Co-Chairs who are very busy overseeing the entire weekend. DiMuzio said that this system would
also "allow more students to have
enhanced leadership experience."
Students interested in applying for
Day-Chair positions should attend
an informational meeting on February 3,in the Nursing Auditorium
at 5:00pm.
In an attempt to orient freshmen more effectively to academics, forty-five faculty members
will be asked to participate in the
weekend's activities. In the past,
freshmen were divided into groups
and were introduced to the social
and academic facets of Fairfield
life by two student OA's. Next
By Kris Kovacik,
year, each group will be led by one
Staff Writer
faculty member and one student.
Interested students should attend a
The Bellarmine Medal of
meeting on March 1 in the Nursing Honor, Fairfield University's
Auditorium.
most prestigious recognition of an
As always, a number of jun- educator for his contributions to
iors will be needed to fill the very world peace was awarded to Dr.
important roles of Committee Benjamin L. Hooks. Fr. Aloysius
Workers. These students are the Kelly S.J., University President,
hard-working individuals who awarded Hooks with the Belmove all of the freshmen into the larmine Medal on January 21 bedorms, help prepare the campus fore an audience in the Campus
before the new students arrive, and Center Oak Room.
assist in running activities, such as
Hooks fits the description of a
dances. According to Jeanne recipient of the Bellarmine Medal
DiMuzio, these students have been through his leadership in the
the backbone of previous orienta- N A ACP, and his work as a lawyer,
tions. Members of the Class of judge, minister, banking industry
1990 who wish to apply for these executive, and the first black
positions should attend an infor- member of the Federal Communimational session on April 5 in the cations Commission. In his variOak Room, at 5:00pm.
ous positions, Hooks has chalNineteen qualified candidates lenged and inspired others to fight
have already applied for the Co- for minority equality.
Chair positions, and Jeanne DiHooks began his acceptance
Muzio will announce her choices speech by describing a stormy
on Monaday, February 1. Di- night in Memphis where Martin
Muzio noted that only students Luther King Jr. had spoken paswith solid academic records are sionately about his life and his
encouraged to apply for the vari- dream for equality. King reminded
ous leadership positions because his audience that there were "dark
their responsibilities are time con- and difficult days ahead" and
suming. Students applying must within 24 hours Martin Luther
also be able to demonstrate effec- King was killed.
tive time management skills.
His murder forcefully drove

wants to be president because he
"loves working with people". He
feels that he can do a good job
because he has "a strong grasp of
what goes on in the student government."

Hooks receives Bellarmine Medal
home the fact that the fight was far
from over, the battle had not been
won, and "dark and difficult days"
for the blacks were ahead. Mr.
Hooks sited examples of dark days
in his own life. He remembers
working as a lawyer in Memphis,
Term., where he was called "boy"
and demoted exclusively because
of his color. He also pointed out

Dr. Benjamin Hooks
P: Whitehouse
recent occurences such as: apartheid in South Africa, four young
blacks shot in Queens and the
marching of the Klu Klux Klan in
both New York and Connecticut.
Even more disturbing to him than
the KKK are the people sporting

their three piece Brooks Brothers
suits who, because of ignorance,
hatred, and/or intolerance, hold
the same views as the KKK.
"In spite of the darkness" Mr.
Hooks acknowledges, "many
good things have happened, we
have come a long way." He contributes this to hard work, determination and hope in a better future.
"Never was there a day so dark we
didn't think there was a brighter
day ahead." Today over 200 million dollars of the Gross National
Product is controlled by black
power and the N AACPhas revitalized its membership with over
50,000 young members. "These
figures would have been unheard
of only a few years ago," he contended.
Hooks called the audience to
actively participate in the present
and to remember the past. "Those
who forget the lessons of history
are doomed to repeat the mistakes," warns Hooks. He asked the
audience to register and vote and
called the black women to remember their identity, not letting the
family or the neighborhoods disintegrate.

Continued on page 2.

The AIDS Virus
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1987'sTop10s
page 8
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Annual
Townhouse
Lottery held
By Claudine Killer
Staff Writer
On Wednesday, January 20,
the annual Townhouse Lottery
was held in the Oak Room, and
hundreds of eager Juniors and
Seniors attended to see if they
would be able to obtain a spot for
the 1988-89 school year. The lottery was run by Richard Rossi,
Director of Student Housing, and
Teresa Scott, Assistant Director of
the Townhouses.
Two hundred students submitted applications in hopes of securing one of the 102 units available. 74 of the units are four-bed
houses, and the remaining 28 are
new six-bed houses. According to
Teresa Scott, "We try to make the
Senior/Junior breakdown as close
as possible to 70% Senior units and
30% Junior units." In accordance
with these percentages, 69 units
were drawn by Seniors, and 32 by
Juniors. The breakdown of females to males was roughly 270
females to 204 males.
A major concern of students is
the scheduled date for the
townhouse lottery. The primary
reason for this is that students who
are not selected for a townhouse
can use the beach as an alternative. Teresa Scott felt," With an
early lottery, students could compete for more desireable housing."
Student Legislature President, Leonard DelGallo is working on taking a student survey to find out the
preference of students.
There is still a chance for the
groups that were not chosen in
Wednesday's lottery. A waiting
list including \he remaining 14
Senior townhouses and 85 Junior
townhouses has been compiled.
There are no guarentees for waitlisted groups, but Teresa Scott
speculated that "looking at past
history, almost all wait-listed Seniors may be accommodated. They
may not be notified of a unit's
availablity until May, however."
The probability of many waitlisted Juniors securing a unit is not
as high.
"The townhouse lottery system is not a perfect one," according to Teresa Scott, "but many
people have spent long hours
trying to improve it for the benefit
and fairness to all students involved."
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News
The playhouse is sponsoring play readings in the
Gonzaga Auditorium. The first
discussion, on William
Woolfolk's work "Willie" will
take place on Friday, January
29 at 8pm.

Sr. Week
underway
By Joanne Smith
Staff Writer
Preparations for Senior Week
1988 are underway, as selections
for the Co-Chairpersons began on
Wednesday, January 27. Matt
Dinnan, the Assistant Director of
the Campus Center, who wi 11 act as
advisor to the committee, will help
review the approximately 170 applications for the various positions.
A decision is expected to be
reached by February 5, and this
way, the Co-Chairs will have
ample time to select students for
the various other jobs available.
Dinnan claimed they are seeking
people with "enthusiasm, energy,
and organizational skills," as well
as having the abilities to motivate
and work well with people.
Senior Week has traditionally
been the Junior Class' "chance to
give something to the Senior
Class." This year it will be five
days of events running from Wednesday, May 18 to the Commencement Exerecises on the 22.
Although all ideas for the festivities are up to the juniors on the
committee, there is usually a
Parent's Dance, a large picnic,
Pub Night, and a Senior SemiFormal with a video of Fairfield
during the Senior Class' four years
here.

Benjamin Hooks
Continued from page 1.
Mr. Hooks described the
N AACP as a civil rights organization fighting discrimination. He
adamantly stressed that they were
not interested in taking over the
whites' positions but instead in
achieving a scat beside them. His
intention is to make the nation
strong as a whole. Over 18 years
after King's death, Mr. Hooks'
booming voice demanding equal
rights for blacks gave credence to
the idea that "you can kill the
dreamer, but you cannot kill the
dream."

FUSA's Financial Report successful
By Ann Marie Puckhaber,
Staff Writer

According to its administration, the Fairfield University Student Association (FUS A) is beginning the spring semester in good
financial standings. FUSA's fall
events raised S66,0(X). This figure
is compared to the S71,000 FUSA
income of the entire 1986-87
school year. This year's administration raised almost as much
money in one semester as the last
administration did in two semesters.
FUSA only had one more fall
event than last year. According to
Tony Minncfor, FUSA Treasurer,
there was an increase in income
because "the events were better
and therefore the attendance was
better." Because of this FUSA was
able to take in more money. The
success of the fall events will enable FUSA to produce 34 more
spring events than last year.
The money raised will be used
to "beef up the existing programming," says Chris Ritchie, FUSA
President. S4,000 will be put towards a Comedy Series. FUSA is
investing another S4,000 in a Laser Writer for its computer, which
will help with publicity, planning

and organization.
FUSA will also spend S2.000
more on May Day this year than
last year and S4,000 more on the
Dogwood Dance. An additional
S5,000 more will be given to Arts
and Lectures. The spring lectures
include a lecture on AIDS and a
lecture on the Iran/Contra Affair.
FUSA is also looking inot having a
Beatle Mania Show in March that
would cost S3,500. ■
Ritchie says that in the past
"finances have been like a roller
coaster." The 1983-84 administration left an 518,000 deficit, 198485 a S5,00() surplus, 1985-86 a
S2.000 deficit, 1986-87 a S5,000
surplus. However, Ritchie says a
"surplus is bad." The extra money
could have been used for more
events. The goal of an administration, he states, "is to shoot for
zero," this way all the students get
their monies worth. FUSA is planning on putting any excess money
this year into scholarships.
FUSA is expecting S6,000 to
S10,000 back from the clubs. The
clubs were given S20,000 this
year, which is S5,000 more than
last year, and according to Ritchie,
"they haven't been spending it."
FUSA is not allowed to touch any

club money until after April 1, so
this money can not be used on
other events.
Ritchie says that this is the
"first time there has been good
financial planning." FUSA has
made an accurate breakdown of al 1
of its finances so that it knows
exactly how much money has been
spent on each event. Minnefor
says that "this will help for planning for the future." Ritchie proclaims that FUSA's success this
year is due to "everyone's hard
work."
FUSA will receive a
5130,000 budget for the 1988-89
school year if the Activities Fee
proposal is passed.
FUSA Quarterly Report
(Oct.. Nov., Dec.)
Fall events: (1986-87)41
(1987-88)42 Increase: 1
Spring events: (86-87)10 (8788)44 Increase:34
Spring
Budget:
(8687)S19,000 (87-88)S60,000 Increased,000
Income: (86-87)S71,000 (8788)S66,000 to date
Increase:S30,500

Cheers
Cheers....to Frank Carroll and
Mark Dietz for running for the
FUSA Presidency during the
1988-89 school year...Ritchie and
his administration are a tough act
to follow....Good Luck to
both...To the Career Planning
Center for their work on Career
Week...they've made the idea of
entering the "real world" pretty
comfortable...To all the traditional
"beginning of the semester" parties and festivities...The Small
House (what a bash!), the Fish
Bowl, etc., etc....To all the alumni
who came back this weekend...it
was a spur of the moment "alumni
weekend"...to this Sunday...jazz
in the afternoon, Super Bowl in the
evening...what more could you
want..,.

FUSA's Election Procedures
By Connie McKenna
Managing Editor
As the FUSA presidential
election draws near, the Election
Committee, comprised of Chairperson Craig Maloney from FUSA
student court. Ken Caisse from the
executive branch and Jean Halloran from the legislative branch,
has announced the policies and
procedures concerning the election, including the absentee ballot
process. All rules follow FUSA's
Election Code, which has been
revised and clarified over the past
two years.
To receive an absentee ballot,
a student must submit a request in
writing to the election committee
by Friday, Jan. 29. After review by
the committee, the ballots will be
issued and must be returned bv

5:00 on February 1 to be counted
as an official vote. Valid reasons
for the issue of an absentee ballot
include health and religious reasons, disability, and participation
in an off-campus athletic event.
The election will take place
on Feb. 2, and voting booths will
be open from 10AM to 7PM in the
Campus Center lobby. All fulltime undergraduates are eligible to
vote, but must first present an ID.
Election results will be immediately tabulated and announced in
the Stag-Her shortly after the polls
close.
Ken Caisse, member of the
election committee, emphasized
the importance of each student
utilizing his or her vote since all
students are affected by the outcome of the election. "It's important that everyone learn each

candidate's platform so as to make
an informed decision. Seniors, too
should vote, so that their views can
best be represented in years to
come."

Remember
to vote!
Election
day is
February 2.

Boos
Boos...to the Campus Center
administration for cancelling daytime programming...way to kill
fresh ideas....to 24 - hour viruses
and January sicknesses...and January slush....and January in
general to not being able to get
core classes as a Senior..who
needs to graduate anyway?... To
the upcoming swamp of work
which is about to fall upon us...the
party's over....

Thursday

Friday

Saturday

Career Spectrum Oak 1:30PM
FUSA Presidential Debate
Gonzaga Aud. 7PM
Supershooter
Contest
RecPlex 12-2&4-6PM
Special Dinner: Campion 4
FDR 5:30PM

Roteract Party "Drive for Five"
9PM-1AM
Volleyball Sign-ups end
RecPlex 9PM

Latin-American Studies Program
Gonzaga Aud. 10AM-1PM
Women and Men's Basketball
vs. Manhattan Alumni Hall 5 &
7:30PM

Sunday

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Special Events Jazz Fest Oak
2:30PM
Volleyball Refs* Clinic and
Capts' mtg. RecPlex 7PM

Glee Club Gonzaga Aud. 5:30PM
Volleyball begins RecPlex
Special Dinner: Campion 3
FDR 5:30PM
Psych Club meeting Bannow
131 7PM

Campus
Calendar
Coso/Mirror
All information may be submitted to CAMPUS CALENDAR
c/o Christine. Box 2956.

FUSA election lobby
Special Dinner: Campion
FDR 5:30PM

Glee Club Gonzaga Aud. 5:30PM
Special Dinner: Jogues 4 FDR
5:30PM

>
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Late night TV's best of the worst
By Joe DeVito
Features Editor
This Christmas vacation I had a chance
to study under one of the great teachers of
our time. This teacher is located in the central living areas of nearly every home in the
United States and wields a power much
greater than the wattage sticker on its back
would ever imply. This teacher, of course, is
none other than the Television set.
Most guides to proper television viewing are worthless simply because they take
for granted that the enlightened viewer cares
about prime time programing. The so-called
prime time hours showcase the very worst
on TV today, with shows such as "The
Tortellis" and "I Married Dora" being exceedingly painful to watch. This is TV's
finest? I dare anyone to explain to me why
Lisa Bonet. as untalented and annoying as

she is, is deemed popular enough to be
allowed to have her own, albeit odious, TV
show. I hope that there is some reason for
this other than because she had sex with a
chicken in "Angel Heart."
Or maybe that was a stand-in for
Mickey Rourke.
And as long as we are on the subject of
lazy-eyed, poorly shaven male leads who
are so relaxed that they look like they're
going to pass out, let's not forget Bruce
Willis. Since the cancellation of "Diff'rent
Strokes," Willis has shed his afro and gone
on to bigger and and better things. Unfortunately, a recent attack of amnesia by the
writers of "moonlighting" has resulted in a
continous stream of repeats, some dating as
far back as the Iron Age.
And isn't Cybil Shepard always pregnant?
But the true educational programing

Fire Safety Night: Set to
alert students
By Greg Curley
Staff Writer
FUSA, in conjunction with Henry Stevens, the Fairfield University Fire Marshall,
will present a program about fire safety on
Monday. February 1, at 7:30 pm in the Oak
Room. The event will include the showing
of a film and a discussion by a woman who
survived the hisoric fire at Providence College.
Mike Boynton, FUSA's Director of
Student Services, commented, "Fire Safety
is something that FUSA really feels needs to
be addressed." He continued to explain,
"The program will promote fire safety by
showing students what could actually happen in the event of a fire. It will also show
how false fire alarms put the lives of almost

evryone on campus in jeopardy."
Boynton emphasized that the program
was organized by students. He hopes that
this new approach to fire safety of "students
speaking out to students" will be successful.
Last semester, Boynton started FUS A's Fire
Alarm Task Force,.which was dedicated to
reducing the number of false alarms on
campus. Monday's program will be one of
the group's first projects.
The film to be shown in Monday's
program is Countdown to Disaster, an intense illustration of how quickly fire can
spread, and what makes it travel.
Boynton summed up the program as a
step towards FUSA's ultimate goal of "putting a real dent in the problem of false
alarms."

doesn't begin until long alter Dave and
Maddie have finished trading inuendos and
smirking at each other. Trapped in this postmidnight void is the true face of Television.
This is the video graveyard where the filet
mignon of yesteryear are the meat by-products of today. Here lies ground for study;
why does Bamaby Jones' chest stick out so
far? How could David Soul have gone out in
public wearing those horrible seventies
fashions? Why was Jon Davidson featured
in any sort of film?
And why wasn't William Conrad
called "The Fatman" Back when he did
"Cannon." He sure wasn't any thinner.
I also learned what in life it is that I lack.
Late night commercials are a favorite with
low-overhead businesses because of the
cheaper time slots. Unfortunately, a twisted
logic prevails with these small time adver-

tisers. Instead of buying one slot of good
advertising time, they opt for buying eleven
in a row at three in the morning. If it weren't
for this incesant repetition, none of us would
realize how much we need the Gut Buster,
convertible beds, the Contour Lounge, indestructible cookware, Jim Nabor's greatest
hits, solid steel door and window shutters,
Civil War chess sets (or anything else from
the Franklin Mint), free house breaking
Wee-Wee pads, laser proof sunglasses,
Scandanavian snowball rings, "genuine"
diamels, heat seeking fat wraps, upholstry
repair kits, anything from either Ronco or
the Sesions Corporation, the pocket fisherman, any sort of mechanical chair that propels the elderly, digital watches, K-Tell
record packages, and much, much, much
more.
And who wants to use a Ginsu knife
right after it's cut through a rusty steel can?

1959 Pink Thunderbird \o open
By Kellie Cosgrove
Staff Writer
1959 Pink Thunderbird by James
McLure will open at the Playhouse February
22 and run through February 27. Tom
Zingarelli will direct what are actually two
one act plays written to be performed together. The first of these, Laundry and
Bourbon, finds three women on the front
porch of Elizabeth Caulder's Texas home.
Kara Callender, first seen on the Playhouse
stage as Abigail in The Crucible, will play
the role of Elizabeth. She is joined in folding
laundry and drinking bourbon by Hattie
Dealing, played by Tara Lucano, last seen in
Berlin to Broadway. And Linda Williams
returns to the Playhouse stage, not having
been seen since her performance in Twelve
Angry Men ('86), as gossip-come-to-visit
Amy Lee Fullernoy. They speak of how life
used to be when they were in high school and
Elizabeth's husband Roy bought his 1959
Pink Thunderbird. Elizabeth wishes she
"could buy back some of the nights of
summer she had in that car, when everything

was cool and free." Hattie calls Roy's car "a
piece of junk," but as Elizabeth tells her,
"Roy says it's a classic..., says it can take
him were he wants to go."
In Lone Star, the second of the two
one-acts, we meet Roy Caulder, played by
Mike Hegley (seen most recently in The
Crucible) joined by his brother Ray (Sean
Lawless, who Playhouse goers will remember from A Funny Thing Happened On The
Way To The Forum). We leam from their
dialogue that Roy has been home from
Vietnam for two years. He has spent the
time getting drunk on Lone Star beer and
driving his 1959 pink Thunderbird convertible, what he calls "a helluva automobile".
Cletis Fullernoy, played by Lee Hegley, a
newcomer to the Playhouse stage, finds
Roy's keys inside Angel's, the bar where
they have been. The production offers an
opportunity for you to join Elizabeth, Hattie,
Amy Lee, Roy, Ray, and Cletis in Texas and
experience the nostalgia of the 1959 pink
Thunderbird. And keep your eyes open, for
very soon you may see a little bit of Texas,
labeled Lone Star, here at Fairfield.
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STAGHER-INN WEEKLY

Buy 1 Pizza Slice
Get a FREE Small Soda
Coupon Good Through February 3,1988

TRADING POST
20% OFF

Flannel Shirts/Winter Coats/Sweaters
STAY WARM!

• Hats • Thermals • Socks
• Gloves • Duck Boots • T-Necks
1580 Post Rd., Fairfield Center, Fairfield
Exit 21 Conn. Tpke. Open Fri. til 9PM 259-3498

-STUDENT TRAVEL SERVICES.
Xt\ I

EHSI

Senecd btieel - Itrwa. New York 14850

I607) 272-6964
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The Manor '88
$40 package deal includes video and print yearbooks.
On sale starting Tuesday, Feb. 16 in the CC Lobby, and in the CC Office.
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Cheapskate Vacations: Worth the Trip?
By Elaine Kokoska
Staff Writer
For those of you fresh back from
Christmas holiday, it's not too early to be
thinking of Spring Break, that island of
reprieve in the murky waters of class rounds
and exams. Some of you may have wanted
to travel during the Christmas holidays, but
did you notice how the Airlines jacked up
the prices to the most favored spots? And
besides, your folks wanted to see you and/or
put you to work for a month to help with the
tuition. So, you stayed put. But now your
time is coming up in spring, so the question
is where do you go? And how do you plan?
Here's some tips on the great get-away.
First, how much money do you have?'
You may have just enough to get you to
Shelton and back. Shelton is not on the list
of the 'ten best places to go' this spring, but
if that's all you can afford, bring along your
drab browns so you can fit in with the local
lack of color. After all, you don't want your
friends to see you. However, you can turn
this liability into a small asset if you have a
few extra dollars. Go to the local tanning
center, stretch out for an hour a day, and
when term begins again tell everyone you
went to the 'islands.' This always works.
After you decide on where to go and
how much money you'll have to spend, ask
ten of your really good friends to come along
with you and share expenses. The motel
room may only cost forty-five dollars a day,

but they don't know that. If each friend
chips in ten dollars a day for the room, you
come out with a profit and can be assured
your portion of the vacation will not cost you
a dime. Or, you can sneak a few close
friends into your room at night for a small
fee, but they have to be out by 5:00 a.m.,
before the staff is up and around. This gives
your room the' Dorothy' look right after the
Kansas tornado, but if you're resourceful,
you can easily explain
away the daily mess.
Now
you're
THERE, wherever
THERE is, and you may
wonder why you bothered to get a room in the
first place. You spend
most of your time on the
beach, if there is one, or
in the local night-spots.
These places are always
very friendly. Many of
the locals hang out
there, always on the
lookout for a free beer
paid for by a rich Yankee. Of course you
want to help out the local economy, so you
buy one beer after another, wind up getting
sloshed, and don't remember all those neat
places the locals told you that you must see!
You decide you'll find the nude beach on
your own.
Time is running out now. You've
spent the last four nights nowhere near your

motel room, although you did find yourself
propped up by some kind person against a
fire hydrant. You drag yourself back to
where your friends congregate during the
day and when they shy away from you, tell
them you couldn't help iiif the dogs mistook
you for their favorite fire hydrant, but that
the smell will come out in the wash. Since
you only have one day left and you want to
remember it, you decide to get down to some

serious partying tonight. You find your
motel and then your room, wade through the
dirty clothes of your friends, (or are. they
your friends?), and get yourself ready.
You start out at the bar where you
know al} your new friends will be, but when
you get there everyone is gone. They all
went to your room. So, you go back to your
room and no one is there. Not quite giving

FUSA
PRESIDENTIAL
ELECTIONS

\

/,

VOTE
FEBRUARY 2,1988
CAMPUS CENTER
10:00 A.M. — 7:00 RM.
All Full-time Undergraduates can vote

up yet because after all, the night is still
young, you move along to every major and
minor party place along the local night-strip.
Of course in each of these places you have to
have a beer or two to help propel you along,
the old sling-shot effect, and before long you
don't care where or who your friends are.
You're beginning to wonder where you left
your shoes and room key. After another few
stops you begin to wonder what island
you're on. Ultimately you
begin to ask yourself WHY?
By then it's too late.
You wake up between two of
your best-paying friends, your
shirt is gone, and your shoes, if
you remember ever having
them, as well, and you are
propped up between them in
the airport line. As soon as you
get on board the plane, you
make yourself welcome there
by barfing over your socks and
the businessman sitting in front
of you. You do this during the
entire flight because you're so grateful to be
going home. You thought you 'd die on that
island, wherever it was.
What a relief to be back! Thank
goodness for the start of classes! Not because you can see the end of the term in
sight, but because now you can finally sleep!
You realize this is what Spring Break is all
about. Just wait fill summer!
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Editorial Page
Students must vote
This Tuesday, February 2, FUSA, Fairfield University's Student Association, will be holding presidential elections for the 1988-89 school year.
It is imperative, as students, to express our freedom, and vote.
The student government is the most integral and important part of our
student life. They are in charge of practically every event that takes place on
campus, they govern all clubs and activities; they comprise the Student Court,
and they are affiliated with every administrative and academic department on
this campus, to name of few of the government's duties. Henceforth, they are
the movers and shakers of this university, with the ability to make laws and
decisions that can improve student life, making it the best for all of us.
So, basically, they are providing a service to us; they can be considered a
service organization.
By analyzing the two candidates who are running, Frank Carroll and Mark
Dietz, and voting for one of them, not only are you helping FUSA as an organization, but you are helping yourself. Each vote is valuable and will affect how
your student life will be. Both of these students will be working for you in some
way next year, so it really is your duty to inquire about them, make a serious
decision, and vote for one of them.
Tonight, for example, the Mirror is sponsoring a debate in the Gonzaga
Auditorium at 7:00pm. Come hear these two candidates sound off about
important issues, and hear their platforms. But most of all, come and show
some support.
It will affect you.

Behind the Scenes
By Melissa Campanelli
Editor-in-Chief

Townhouse Policy unjust
To The Editor:
If you are considering living in a
townhouse during your senior year— BEWARE!! There is a large injustice being
done to senior groups, who becauase of
the University's "70/30" rule, are being
forced to move off campus against their
will, or are facing the terrifying possibility
of living in the donns for their fourth , and
more terrifying, their senior year. The
"70/30" policy is the university's rule
stating that 70% of the townhouse beds
are reserved for senior houses and the
remaining 30% for junior houses. The
problem with this policy is the inconsistency that is created when a person can get
a townhouse both as a junior and a senior
while another person cannot even get a
house during his or her senior year. Also,
some people who have lived in the
townhouses as juniors are not getting
houses as seniors, forcing them to head
toward the beach. If the purpose of the
"70/30" policy is to keep people from
going to the beach, then it's obviously not
working toward that goal, but rather to the
direct opposite of that goal. Not getting a
townhouse as a senior forces one to look
at the possibility of living at the beach,
whether one wants to or not.
This year 14 senior groups were
placed on the waiting list, not knowing
whether they should split up, and try to a
join a townhouse looking for two people,
or start looking for a beach house, or
apply for Resident Advisor, or wait until

after February 5, the deadline for
townhouse contracts, and the group has
the possibility of getting a house.
If these 14 groups had been given
houses, there still would have been 14
houses available for juniors, and 100% of
the senior groups that applied could have
been placed. The new ratio of senior to
junior beds (rather than "70/30") would be
88/12, however, 100% of the seniors
would have been placed, and there would
still be juniors livingln the townhouses.
This year's juniors would not be getting a
bad deal because they would be guaranteed a house in the following year.
Two years ago, there was a student
movement to have the junior groups
refrain from applying to the townhouses
so that every senior group who applied
would get one. This guarantee would be
assured for every class to follow. However, there was no evidence that following
junior groups would uphold and respect
this policy, as it would have been an
unwritten policy. Despite the fact that this
policy failed, the ideas behind the movement are good and they make sense. What
the student body needs now, is for the
University Administration to step in and
create a system by which seniors are
guaranteed townhouses, and to eliminate
this poor excuse for a housing policy
known as the "70/30" placement system.
Saverio Costa
Carl Hummel
Hugh Lambert

John DelBello
Blake Kelley
Jim Rees

The privilege to vote
To The Editor:
On February 2nd, the 1988-89
FUSA Presidential elections will be held.
It is very important that students vote, for
results will have a great impact on student
life. No matter which candidate you
choose, every vote counts. There have
been many close elections in the past. For

example in 1985-86, Brian Flaherty and
Bridget Robinson tied in the primaries, in
1984-85, John Mancini lost the primary by
13 votes, and in 1982-83, Sean McAuliffe
won the election by only 37 votes. The
privilege to vote is a valuable student
right, please exercise it.
Frank Carroll

The spring semester has rapidly
begun, and with it have come many
changes, even behind the scenes in the
Mirror office.
Kai Mildenberger, a freshman Fine
Arts major from Gronau, West Germany,
has brought his expertise across the
Atlantic with him, and has taken over the
position of Production Manager. John
Courtmanche, who held this position last
semester, has left the paper to continue
working on his illustrious projects:
Editor-in-Chief of the 1988 Manor
Yearbook, and its video supplement. Kai,
who has had extensive experience in the
fields of computer graphics and desk-top
publishing, has some fresh new ideas, and
in the following weeks, you will see his
creative abilities at work. Helping him
out as Production Assistants will be Jenn
Blewitt, a freshman Chemistry majorfrom Hebron, CT, and MaryBeth Collins,
a Liberal Arts Major from Simsbury, CT.
Another addition is Lynn A. Casey,
a sophomore English major from
Montvale, New Jersey, who has the joined
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the team as Assistant News Editor. Lynn
has been prolific this year as a staff news
writer, and has helped meet deadlines with
her promptness and dedication. She will
be an important and integral addition to
the Mirror.
Dheena Sankaran, a junior Accounting major from Ridgefield, CT, has
also joined the team as the new Business
Manager. Her business background and
organizational qualities wil improve the
paper all around.
The Mirror, however, is always
looking for new talent, and staff and
editorial positions are presently open.
Stop in and join up; are meetings take
place every Tuesday night in the Mirror
office, located on Gonzaga ground, at 7:30
pm. Working on the school newspaper
offers individuals a countless amount of
experience in journalism, computer
graphics, desk-top publishing, and
advertising; all of which are growing and
popular careers today. So, while helping
to publish an important campus institution
every week, you can also help prepare
yourself for a future career.
It's a decision that seems very easy
to make, doesn't it?

Letter Policy
The Mirror welcomes the opinions
and comments of its readers. Letters
to the Editor can be submitted to
Box AA or to the Mirror office in the
ground floor of Gonzaga.
All letters to the Mirror must follow the policy set forth by the Editorial Board.
1. Letters must be relevant and timely.
2. Letters must be typewritten on a 20-65
margin, double spaced.
3. Letters must be received by 6:00 p.m.
Saturday evening for publication the following Thursday.
4. To insure publication every letter must be
signed. With Mirror permission, author's
name may be withheld.
5. Upon submission, letters become Mirror
property.
6. The Mirror reserves the right to edit all
letters. Letters must be free of personal attacks, inaccurate factual
material, and all libel.
7. Letters which contain personal arguments or replies should be conducted on
a face to face basis, so that room can be
reserved for more generalized topics.
8. The Executive Board shall determine by
majority vote which letters shall appear.
The Board's decision is final.
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Commentary
The Modern Purge: AIDS and our World
Carla Perugini
A quired Immune Deficeincy
Syndrome; has anyone taken a
close look at how AIDS is affecting the way we look at each other, the way
we look at ourselves, and the way we look
at God?
Let us take for example, the story
of the three hemophiliac brothers. None
of them had AIDS symptoms but they
were carriers of the AIDS virus. Adults
violently protested against their attending
school for fear that their children might
contract the disease. Children were
threatened by their parents not to communicate or associate with the three boys.
The brothers became isolated only
seeking themselves as playmates and their
house for shelter, until their house was
burnt to the ground by violent protestors.
These boys are children, innocent
victims of a stereotyped disease. How
could society thrust its ax at so helpless a
group? Not only do they suffer from the
complications of the virus, but they must
also endure the hardships of being
ignored by other children, being scorned
at by adults, being always alone, being
feared, being picked on, and even being
homeless.
What a tragedy.
What is happening to society?

What has become of love? AIDS has
altered our views on love. It is no longer
that sweet and wonderful emotion bearing
hearts and fancies, but now it is seen as a
carrier of death, ax in one hand, shovel in
the other.
People are afraid to be emotional
now allowing themselves to be the victim
of their fears. What was then a casual kiss
is now a brisk handshake. AIDS has
aroused suspicion and fear in us. We have
become paranoid. We believe that any
contact with anyone carrying the disease
or presumed to carry the disease will
infect us. We fear the disease, but what is
worse, we fear the stereotype of AIDS; the
homosexual disease . As we have tragic
evidence, it is not restricted to homosexuals.
Children, wives, doctors, and
hemophiliacs are also suffering from the
disease. The surgeon General predicts
that nearly 100 million victims will fall
into the fatal hands of AIDS before the
end of the century.
It is numbers like these which feed
our fear, and create our paranoia. This
society of fear is becoming a nation of
hate, condemning those perceived to be
carriers, like homosexuals.
The rapidly spreading disease
brings into question the role of God. Why
cannot he stop this disease which is taking

countless victims as it proceeds on its
reckless course. Is the AIDS virus a
purge?
I was taught that God was all
loving, all powerful, and that he extends
his mercy to all. The AIDS virus is raging
the world on a wild rampage taking
innocent children and tearing apart
families, yet God has not stopped it.
Is it because we must have pain and
suffering in order to mature from our
innocence to be able to fully and richly
love God? Are the thousands of innocent
faces filled with pain and terror worth it?
Is AIDS the only means by which an all
powerful and all loving God can establish
love?
It is true that really no one is safe
from the virus. There is no protection
from it other than careful treading and no
cure for it once contracted. It is scary but
we have learned how to live with fear. Is
not it funny how such a tiny magnificent
structure, only one 16/1000th the size of a
pinhead can rage such fear and paranoia in
a nation?
Maybe the problem is a question of
AIDS and our ability to discover a cure
for the virus. Perhaps it is a question of
society and the individual as a test of our
morality and community. Or maybe it is a
question of God. Maybe He is not all that
we expect him to be.

Peace Rally
Residents from all over Fairfield
County will gather for a rally in support
of the Central American Peace Plan this
Saturday, January 30, at 11 A.M. in
Gonzaga Auditorium. Sponsored by
Fairfield University's Faith, Peace, and
Justice Program, the Latin American
and Caribbean Studies Program, and a
dozen other area church and civic
groups, the rally is one of several
hundred across the nation aimed at
helping to clarify the issues on the
upcoming contra aid bill to be voted on
February 3 and 4 in Congress. The rally
will feature a number of invited speakers from the university and community
as well as an open mike. Congressman
Chris Shays of the 4th District will be
present. Music will be provided by
Sister Kathleen Deignan, and Politics
Professor Edward Dew will serve as
Moderator. In commenting on the
event, Dr. Dew says that "we are so
deeply involved in the Central American tragedy that it's time for everyone
to take a stand." "If this country insists
on calling itself a democracy," he adds,
"then everyone must take responsibility
for what our government is doing in our
name." There is no admission charge.

Movie
Phi Alpha Theta
and TheHi story Club
presents

Bridge over the
River Kwai
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Arts & Entertainment
Top 10 of 1987 from 4 perspectives
By Robert Amoroso
Arts and Entertainment
Editor
1. Echo and the BunnymenEcho and the Bunnymen
2. Oingo Boingo- Boi -N-Go
3. U2- The Joshua Tree
4. Roger Waters-/?ad<o
K.A.O.S.
5. Yes- Big Generator
6. Depeche Mode-Music For
the Masses
7. John Waite- Rover's
Return
8. Jon Butcher- Wishes
9. Jon Astley- Everbody
Loves the Pilot
(Except the Crew)
10. Gary Moore -Wild
Frontier
Honorable Mention
Paul Carrack-One Good
Reason
The Cult- Electric
Level 42- Running in the
Family
Big names had their say in
1987. Think about it, Michael Jax,
Bruce, Prince, U2, Joel (live),
Whitney (etc.) all released material
in the last twelve months. Not if
that's your preference. But the list
above concerns quality in style, not
quantity in numbers. Some here sold
well, some didn't. Such should
never be an overexamined issue, but
it is. What can you do? Anyway, I
just want everybody to know not
every 1987 release hit my turntable
(I say this every year). Hence, the
validity of this list can and should be
questioned. Let's get on with it

(from 10 to 1):
#10 Gary Moore- Wild
Frontier-Noi the Irish guitarist's
best, but still solid. Moore has
always been an underrated talent, especially as a guitar virtuoso. Few
play with his conviction and heart
(are you listening, Eddie?). The
cover of The Easybeats' "Friday On
My Mind" smokes while "Thunder
Rising" puts matters ablaze.
Consistent playing, sturdy (enough)
songs.
#9. Jon Aslley-Everbody
Loves..-Remember "Jane's Getting
Serious"? Not bad, but the overall
platter is stronger. Astley, noted
producer of Corey Hart and The
Who, breaks out with an intricate,
somewhat quirky, debut LP. Often
downright humorous, "Better Never
Than Late" is eclectic, "The
Emporer" intriging, and "Suffering
Fools" outstanding. Rookie of the
year.
#8. Jon Butcher- WishesSide one is tremendous with the onetwo punch of "Goodbye Saving
Grace" and the ultimately timely
"Holy War." Butcher has struggled
through a spotty career. Such is not
the case here. "Show Me Some
Emotion" exhibits his ability as a
"feel" type of guitar player reminiscent of Carlos Santana. With proper
pushing, Wishes could have been a
platinum record. ,
#7. John Waite- Rover's
Return - Just when you thought it
was safe to write off after the

lackluster Mask of Smiles, he hits us
with an alarmingly fine batch of
nothing fancy, strong-fated material.
The key here is Waite sustains the
quality throughout. Pick your
pleasures: "Don't Lose Any Sleep,"
"An Act of Love," "Sometimes." A
splendid sleeper.
#6. Depeche Mode- Music
For the Masses- Another moody
collection from the premier synth
vets. Dance floor delight "Strangelove" is only the beginning for
another superior album. Matters get
stark with "Nothing" and "The
Things You Said." Even with the
advancing years, Depeche keeps the
keyboard hooks vibrant coupled with
stimulating lyrics. Close to Black
Celebration in quality, but a slight
step below.
#5. Yes- Big Generator- I've
listened to this band when many of
you were graduating grammar
school. Their ability to survive
keeps me smiling since they've been
together for twenty years. Many
claimed Generator was a flat album
lacking the bite of 90125. Though
not as spectacular as their previous
work, it is more consistent. "Shoot
High, Aim Low" contains Trevor
Rabin's ripping guitars parts.
"Almost Like Love" has a horn
section (a shock considering the
band). Worst selection: the title cut.
Tempus Fugit.
#4. Roger Waters- Radio
KA.O.S.- The ex-Floyd leader blew
away his mates with his latest
conceptual piece. It's about a boy
named Billy and a DJ who talks to
him. From here, super material

emerges with "The Tide Is Turning
(After Live-Aid)" and "Who Needs
Information?" "Home" is the
treasure, though. I wish the LP had
more musical variance, but no big
deal.
#3. U2-The Joshua TreeAfter a lukewarm review by yours
truly back in late March, this baby
(as expected) grew on me quite well.
What, at this point, can be said?
Everybody I talk to has a different
favorite. Mine is "One Tree Hill."
Unfortunately, this experimental LP
took one risk too many ("Bullet the
Blue Sky"). TheTree isn't perfect,
but close.
#2. Oingo Boingo- Boi -IP Go- The California boys should be
households names in the East. Out
West, they sell out 20,000 seat
arenas. Here, they cannot get
arrested. Another off-beat pleasure
from Danny Elfman and Co. "Not
My Slave" is one of the best satirical
pieces of its genre. "Pain" balances
the LP while "Where Do All My
Friends Go" presents acapella
professionalism. Great band.
Different sound.
#1. Echo and the BunnymenEcho and the Bunnymen- Why the
year's best? From cut to cut, nothing
has surpassed their abiltiy to be great
at best and good at worst. "The
Game" is an ultimate winner. "New
Direction" keeps the momentum
afloat. "Bomber's Bay" is equally
incredible. Ian McCulloch should
stop acting like Jim Morrison. He
does a fine job at being Ian
McCulloch. A pompous LP?
Maybe. But if you can back it up

EARN
UP TO

By Robert Saracino
Host ofWVOF's Metal Edge
1. Megadeath - Peace Sells...But
Who's Buyin - (Capitol) - So good
someone swiped it. Their new one
should be arriving any day. It's called
So Far, So Good...So What?
2. Obsession - Methods of Madness (Enigma) - Great follow up to Scarred
for Life. This Connecticut band has a
smooth, hard sound that should satisfy
anyone who can appreciate metal.
3. Lizzy Borden - Visual Lies (Enigma) - Lizzy is really coming into
their own. This album is more commercial than previous albums but still
rocks with the authority that has made
a respected name in metal. Their live
show is impressive with a refreshing
theatrical performance.
4. Ronnie James Dio - Dream Evil (Warner Bros.) - Another album so
good it just could not stay on the
shelves. You just can't miss with Dio.
His voice is so strong and lyrics interesting that notice must be taken.
5. Ace Frehley - Frehley's Comet (Megaforce/Atlantic) - It's about time.
But this album was well worth waiting
for. Ace is back and he's got a story to
tell. The album revolves around his
defeat of his drinking problem (which
caused him to leave Kiss) and his rededication to his family and music.
("Dolls" is sung with his daughter.)
6. Anthrax - Among the Living (Megaforce/Atlantic) - This band has
made a huge name for itself in the
music industry as well as the metal
world. With this album they have followed in the footsteps of Metallica and
Megadeath by making thrash metal
commercially palatable. Another factor which makes this band such a sue-
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cess is their sense of humor. Witness
their "I Am the Man" heavy metal/rap
single which will have you rolling
(they throw in a few bars of "Hava
Negila" for kicks). Their success can
also be seen by their appearance in
Rolling Stone magazine.
7. Whitesnake - Whitesnake - (Geffen)
- How could I resist? This album has
finally catapulted Whitesnake into a
prominent position they deserve. This
album rocks, but if you're interested in
hearing how they started and how they
have changed check out Slide it in.
8. Guns 'n' Roses - Appetite for Destruction - (Geffen) - A new band that
has come through with some interesting rock. They have been compared to
Aerosmith, but stand up on their own.
The sound may not be what you'd
expect to be called "metal" but they
certainly do rock.
9. Paul DiAnno's Battlezone - Children of Madness - (Shatter) - The former lead singer for Iron Maiden made
a strong second album here. The tracks
are straightforward rock 'n' roll and
have interesting lyrics.
10. EZO - EZO - (Geffen) - This Japanese band made a big splash in the
spring of '87. The album was produced by Gene Simmons of Kiss and is
a strong initial effort (they have several albums out which are in Japanese,
this is their first English album).
By Scott MacDonald
Staff Writer
10. Gene Loves Jezebel The
House ofDolls—Fun, danceable, and
slick fuzzbox rock that deals with
boys, girls and hormones. "Gorgeous
and "Motion of Love" are awesome.
9. Marshall Crenshaw Mary
Jean and 9 Others — Another excellent album from Crenshaw, who again
tells us about the anguish, pain, or joy
of love and creates some very introspective stories describing the live
sand inner feelings of his characters.
8. The Call Into The Woods—
The Call have retained their intensity
and power, but have lost some of the
musical diversity that made their pre-

vious album, Reconciled, better. Still
an intelligent an interesting album. "I
Don't Wanna" is one of the best songs
of the year.
7. Brian Ferry -Bete Noir — A
deeply rhythmic and sometimes
haunting work. Ferry's voice conveys
emotion rather than merely singing
about it, and his vocals flow with the
music as another instrument would.
6. The Alarm Eye of the Hurricane —The Welsh boys "mature"—
their sound is cleaner and more dynamic. But don't worry, the band is
still angry an intelligent. Their politics
are intact, too, and William F. Buckley
wouldn't be pleased with them. "Rain
in the Summertime" and "Rescue Me"
are tops.

else a great rock band should be. Their
sound here varies from punk to upbeat
rock to lounge lizards or to soft melodies. This band is teetering on either
greatness or self-destruction, but
whatever they do will be exciting.
"The Ledge" and "Never Mind" are
great, but "Alex Chilton" is the rock
song of the year.
1. U2 TheJoshuaTree — The
most overplayed and overexposed
album this year, but it deserved all the
attention it got. A dynamic and important album that shows that intelligent
and thought-provoking rock music
can sell millions. Great guitar work
(again) by the Edge. I can't wait to see
what they do next.

5. X See How We Are. — The
better side of L. A. punk lives as X had
a major comeback with this one. By
addressing the dark side of relationships and life, X filled a major gap by
dealing with these challenging ideas
and issues most popular bands ignore.
"4th of July" and the title track are
stand outs.
4. REM Document — Their
most popular album and my favorite
by the Athens rockers. A rich, exciting, and diverse album. This band
achieved their success without changing their distinct sound and style.
"Finest Worksong" and "End of the
World.." are my favorites here.
3. The Psychedelic Furs Midnight to Midnight — A terrific album
from one of my favorite bands.
Midnight...walks the line between
dancebeat thunder and new wave intensity. A well structured album that
takes the listener on a dark journey
through the nightlife of the big city.
The Psych Furs music has been, and
will continue to be, copied (see #10).
2. The Replacements Pleased
to Meet Me — This is what rock and
roll is all about. On this album the
Replacements are serious, fun, somber, surprising, angry, and anything

More Top Stuff
next week...
By Mark Heidelberger
Staff Writer
1. Warren Zevon's - Sentimental
Hygiene - Five years in between
albums, but certainly worth the
wait.
2. U2 - The Joshua Tree - Everything was their's in 1987.
3. REM - Document - Their finest
work to date from a plain old band.
4. Thrashing Doves - Bedrock Vice
- Not the Flintstones version of TV,
rather England's best surprise of
the year.
5. Alarm - Eye of the Hurricane The Welsh quartet strikes again.
6. Suzanne Vega - Solitude Standing - Carefully worded, carefully
constructed, it makes you think.
7. X - See How We Are - Just to
show you that punk is literate.
8. Replacements - Pleased to Meet
Me -1 certainly was pleased to meet
them.
9. Depeche Mode - Music for the
Masses - Not for the masses, but
that is usually a good sign.
10. Screaming Blue Messiahs Bikini Red - It had a good beat I
could dance to.

By Robert Amoroso
Arts and Entertainment Editor
David Lee Roth's Skyscraper LP in out in the stores by now.. .The
initial single was awful at first listen, but not too bad as time has
elapsed....Francise player bassist Billy Sheehan is gone from the
band...Word is that David is intent on doing his often delayed movie
project, something Billy wants nothing to do with...Sheehan went on
his own to team up with Billy Idol's Steve Stevens and ex-Hanoi
Rocks lead singer Mike Munroe...The name of the band is unknown
at this time Video releases never seem to cease..JVo Way Out is
coming February l...The major problem with that movie (according
to many) was the ending....Also next month on video will be Nadine
with Kim Basinger and Jeff Bridges...Basinger did not crawl on her
knees or drape honey on her body in this one...Great to see Sidney
Poitier back as a leading man... Look for him in Snoot To Kill with Tom
(terrific) Berenger and Cheers' Kirstie Alley....As much as I like
looking at Kirstie, she has proven to display little (if any) comedic
instincts at the Beantown bar....There is only one thing worse than
Sting songs and/or videos Sting interviews Did you hear about
the final episode of Moonlighting! Supposedly, it will be in 3-D
with Coke sponsoring the event...Likewise, there will be a Coke
commercial (also in 3-D) during the telecast...Is this ABC's way of
admitting the show is falling and needs gimmicks to hold viewer
interest?... You decide....I'm getting real excited about the prospect of
Mannequin coming to cable next month...Oh boy... You check out the
new George Harrison video, "When We Was Fab"?...Fans of Beatle
music will be euphoric..Did you know Ernest Goes To Camp made
23 million dollars?....How about Sly Stallone....He received 12 million personally for Over the Top...Both movies were such a joy to
watch...Look for Michael Jackson to perform at the Grammys...For
those who must know, Bad has sold over 11 million copies
worldwide...Is Robbie Robertson Bono's alter ego?...What ever
happened to John Eddie?....Cinderella?....Falco?....OK Amoroso,
that's enough....Lastly, I'd like to extend heavy duty birthday wishes
to who has to be the best person I've met in the last six months: Steve
Rotkowski...He has the best slapshot this side of the
Townhouses....Not to mention one of the better
^personalities...Tempus Fugit

Sponsored by F.U.S.A. and Roteract

PART TIME POSITIONS
AVAILABLE
— Dock Workers — 12.00 per hr. —
Loading & Unloading Trucks At Night
Heavy Lifting Required
Shift 11 p.m.Sa.m. 1 to 3 Nights Per Week

DATA ENTRY CLERKS
Must Type 50 W.P.M. $7.00 per hr
Shift 7 p.m.-Midnight 3 Nights per Week

Roadway Express Inc.
85 Magee Ave.
Stamford CT. 06902
203-327-7400
Roadway Express is an affirmative action, equal oppty. employer.
Qualified minorities and females are encouraged to apply.
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Classical Music Trio brings rave reviews
By Carla Supersano
Staff Writer

INTHE STORE

jSssSk

The ArdenTrio opened this semester's
Evenings of Music series with a triumphant
performance in the Oak Room on Friday
night. The concert was well attended by
both students and community members with
over 400 people on hand to enjoy this outstanding event. The Arden gave a fine
performance, demonstrating the style and
technical expertise which has earned them
national recognition and acclaim. Their
selections were extremely well executed
and the musicians demonstrated a unique
sensitivity to one another, making the listener almost forget that he or she were hearing more than one instrument. Their interpretation of the music was especially noteworthy, including dramatically appropriate
pauses which did not distract from the flow
of the pieces.
The^ selections performed by the Arden
were a perfect example of the beauty of the

combination of violin, cello and piano. The
first piece, Trio #43 in C Major, Hob. XV: 27
by Franz Joseph Haydn, was a light, playful
piece in the classical style. The second
movement of the Haydn piece was very
sensitive and possessed a feeling of anticipation. It was especially exciting to watch
how the musicians responded to one another. The third movement of this piece was
typically Haydn, with sudden changes in
dynamics and an overall comical flavor.
The second selection, Piano Trio #2 in
E minor Opus 92 by Camille Saint-Saens,
was a direct contrast to the Haydn piece with
a richer, fuller quality. Written during the
Romantic period, the piece seemed to be
more complex and much more serious than
the Haydn piece. The cello and violin carried on a continuous dialogue while the
piano provided a swirling background. The
final movement of the Saint-Saens piece
was a return to the original fullness with an
abundance of imitation and contrast.

The final selection, Trio in C minor
Opus 66 by Felix Mendelssohn, was a
compromise in feeling between the Haydn
and the Saint-Saens. Mendelssohn's Trio
was rapid and driving in certain sections and
very grand and triumphant in others. The
encore, another movement by Haydn, was
the perfect conclusion to an enjoyable,
widely appealing concert.
Each selection by the Arden Trio displayed
a different type of musical expertise. Overall, this group of young, talented musicians
gave a smashing performance, one which
could be enjoyed by both the ardent music
lover and the curious non-classical listener.
If this concert was an indication of the caliber of performers who will appear at Fairfield this semester, the entire University
community is in for a wonderful treat!
Don't miss the next concert, a special appearance by the Newport Jazz Festival All
Stars this Sunday, January 31 st at 2:30 pm in
the Oakroom.

Jazzfestiva! greats to perform
(PR) — While the audience listened
to Eddie Condon's combo romp through
"Muskrat Ramble" at the Newport Casino,
July 17, 1954, little did they know that a
music empire was about to mushroom.
Resonating out of Condon's piano was the
first music ever sounded at the Newport Jazz
Festival, an astonishing business venture
launched by a then 28-year-old pianist and
Boston jazz club owner named George
Wein. Still going strong, the festival has
become one of the most successful musical
events in the world. Wein's road-show version of the Newport Festival, the Newport
Jazz Festival All-Stars, will perform at Fairfield University, Sunday, Jan. 31 at 3:30PM
in the Campus Center Oak Room.
The All-Stars consist of seasoned
jazz greats, Harold Ashby and Norris
Turney on saxaphone, Oliver Jackson on
drums, Eddie Jones on bass, and Wein
himself on piano; joined by saxaphonist
Scott Hamilton and trumpeter Warren Vache.

Crowned "Hip Hurok" after Sol
Hurok, the late classical music impressario,
Wein has become the American patriarch of
the music festival, a concept first conceived
by the French. An Easton, Conn, resident, he
spends most of his time in his New York
office where he commands a staff of 40, or
he is on the road touring internationally with
the All-Stars.
Apart from the Newport Jazz Festival, Wein also masterminds the Kool Jazz
Festival, a nationwide series which runs in
22 cities, June through November, presenting about 2,000 of the world's leading jazz
musicians. His array of international festivals range from La Grande Parade du Jazz in
Nice to the Aurex Jazz Festival in Tokyo.
On the current state of jazz, Wein, an
arch purist, complains that today's young
jazz musicians have become obsessed with
the idea of fame. "I can't worship players
now the way I did years back; greats like
Coleman Hawkins and Billie Holliday.

Technically, kids today play far better than
we ever thought of playing. I respect them
and I am proud to put them on. But I can' t say
they are the geniuses of our time."
A renaissance of pure jazz might be
emerging, he adds, citing young musicians
like All-Stars Hamilton and Vache.
Hamilton's rich tenor sax sound, say some,
recalls the glory days of Ben Webster and
Lester Young. Vache too, builds his own
unique style from traditional jazz roots.
In 1978, Wein was honored by President Carter at a White House Jazz Festival
for his role in bringing respectability to jazz
music. Two years later, the French government conferred on him its highest honor, the
Order of Arts and Letters. In addition, Down
Beat Magazine, in 1982 honored him as the
second recipient of the annual Lifetime
Achievement Award for his contributions to
the jass world. He has also received jthe
Frederick Douglas Award from the Urban
League.

STUDENTS

NEED TO
DOCTOR YOUR
MCAT SCORE?

■±
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If your MCAT score needs a
shot in the arm, come to the
experts in test preparation—
Stanley H. Kaplan.
Our test-taking techniques
and educational review will
help you be in top condition
test day We'll not only sharpen
your scientific knowledge, but
your reading, problem-solving,
and essay-writing skills too.
Summer courses are registering now. So call the best in
test prep—Kaplan. And get an
MCAT score that you deserve.

Work during
semester break.

lemportzry Service's
3M-17S2
» Stonybrook M. Strtd.
HlBIHWUnltfllllimWIH

English, French, Italian,
Japanese Fabrics & Styles

20-40% OFF
WINTERSTOCK

KAPLAN

STANLEY H. KAPLAN EDUCATIONAL CENTER LTD.

VINTAGE CLOTHING

DONT COMPETE WITH
A KAPLAN STUDENT-BE ONE

83 Washington Street
South Norwalk, CT 06854

M.C.A.T. Classes

Please Call For
Directions And/Or
More Information
(203)866-7121

Start in New Haven
on 1-30, 2-17, 3-3.
Call 789-1169 for more
information!

Fine Imports
Men-sOodwng

ITALIAN • Sweaters, Slacks, Jackets, Coats
FRENCH • Slacks, Shirts
ENGLISH • Slacks, Jackets, Coats
JAPANESE • Shirts, Ties

SONO TRADERS PASSAGE
83-85 Washington St.
So. Norwalk

Hours: Mon.-Thurs. U-6.00
Fri. & Sat. 11-10
Sun. 12-5
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Super Bowl preview (Wager on Washington?)
Continued from page 12.
escaping their group and getting to the outside where he becomes the deadliest quarterback in the game. If Elway gets to the outside he will still have to contend with the
speedy Darrell Green, and Barry Wilbourn,
who will be eyeing the 3 amigos: Rickey
Nattiel, Mark Jackson, and Vance Johnson.
On the other hand, in order for Denver to win
this game, it will be key that the Broncos
offense can take advantage of Redskin turnovers and cash in on them, by puttingtheball
in the endzone. Furthermore, it will be imperative for the Bronco offensive line to
open up holes for Sammy Winder. This will
cause the Redskins defensive backs to come
up and protect against the run. This will
enable Elway to explode and go long to his
three primary receivers as well as capitalize
on the Redskins' inexperienced substitutes
like linebackers Ravin Caldwell and Kurt
Gouveia as well as rookie safety Clarence
Vaughn. Finally, one key we have not
mentioned yet is the fact that Denver will
have to release their running backs from the
backfield for some quick passes to Sammy
.Winder which could put a damper on the
Redskin pass rush causing Joe Gibbs to
change his game plan due to the Elway
propensity to explode.
Special Teams

Then there are the special teams
where both teams are basically even, with
the edge going to Denver because Rich
Karlis can be a little more consistent than Ali
Hagi-Shank. Furthermore, these two teams
cannot afford to miss field goals, as the Jack
Murphy stadium grass should not be a factor
due to the fact that both kickers play on
grass. Finally, both teams cannot afford to
give up big returns an punts and kick-offs.
Coaching
Both Dan Reeves and Joe Gibbs
are superb coaches. This will be Reeves 2nd
superbowl (0-1 so far) and Gibbs 3rd super-

bowl (1-1 so far). Both coaches employ
balanced, creative offenses and hungry defenses. Barring the Elway-Williams comparison, Washington is a more talented team
than Denver, both defensively and offensively. If Gibbs can find a way to stop Elway
from running the ball, the Skins superior
talent will takeover and eventually wear
Denver down. Given two weeks, Gibbs
should find someone on his defense to mirror Elway and stop his running. Both
coaches are excellent, and their is no edge on
either sideline. The hunch here is that the
game will be filled with offensive and defensive wrinkles and surprise plays for both
teams, but Gibbs, as he has done so often this
year, will pull someone out of the hat who
noone has really heard about and that he will
be a key in containing Elway. This game
should be super-close, and taking away
most of Elway's running game could make
all the difference in the world. Gibbs must
find a way; he's had two weeks to do it.
Pick
,
The most consistent thing about
superbowls is that year in and year out the
defense sets the tone. Last year the Giants
defense took control in the second half and
did not let Denver move the ball when they
had to. The year before, the Bears held the
Patriots' to minus offense yardage for almost the entire 1 st half. The year before that,
San Francisco held Dan Marino and the Dolphins to 1 touchdown and proved that their
offense was not as great as everyone believed. If defense is to set the tone this year,
there is only One team who has the personnel
to do it, and that is the Redskins. Denver's
defense is opportunistic, capitalizing on
turnovers much like the Patriots' did in
1985. Well, we saw what happened to the
Pats, and we're not saying this will be a
blow-out, but if one defense is going to set
the tone for this game, it will be the Redskins '. Their line is too big, their defensive

backs are too fast, and if Elway can be
contained, the Skins' should win. Sure, the
Broncos' were there last year and they are
hungry, butTarkenton and the Vikings were
there 4 times in the 1970's, and never won.
There is a solid difference between the top
defenses in the AFC and the NFC, and in

most if not all Super Bowls, the team with
the better defense has won. When you add
it all up, and take Washington plus 31/2
points, you should win your bet without
having a cardiac arrest. Final Score Washington 27 Denver 21.

Classified
For sale: new Royal Cavalier-1200. Portable, electric typewriter with lift-off correction tape. Brand new. S70.00. 367-8409.
Wanted: student with typesetting and graphics experience to lay out 8 page newsletter.
Interested, contact Carole Brown, 2548117.
Wanted: responsible person with dynamic
personality, interested in food and people,
for part-time positions at gourmet take-out
and bakery. Call 254-3163.

Paid positions available in technical and administrative departments. Flexible hours.
All majors considered. Please contact Delia
Smith, NYNEX Business Centers
(Stamford) 325-8400.

Anyone interested in volunteering in area
soup kitchens should contact Beth Palmer in
Campus Ministry in the basement of Loyola
(ext. 2767). Opportunities are available on
Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Friday and
Saturday.

Man. Woman. Life Death. Infinity.
TUna casserole

ONE SPECIAL SNEAK PREVIEW
Dares To Tell ft AD.

WE'VE

to 1875 Black Rock Tpke • Fairfield, CT 06430
comer ot Katona Dr. • Plenty ot tree parking

§mmmf
THE "FUN" PARTY SUPPLY SHOP
Visit our new store. Choose from an enlarged selection of
unusual cards, gifts, paper party goods and novelties. As well
as our outstanding singing telegram/balloon delivery service
with our cavalcade of characters.

Open 7 days a week. MasterCard or Visa
Fairfield
367-1876

Norwalk
852-1876

New Haven
787-1876

Stamford
967-9090

To celebrate Valentine's Day, we'll take $5 OFF your next dynamite cut!* JUJ>I
bring in this ad or your student I.D. We are opposite Carvel's, one mile from
Fairfield U. Offer is good for the month of February with Karen, Gina and
Lauren.
1342 Kings Hwy. Cut-off
Tues.-Sat.
Fairfield
9:00 to 5:00
259-5550
Thurs. 9:00 to 7:00

SNEAK PREVIEW
SATURDAY JANUARY 30
CALL THEATRES FOR TIMES

CT-Stamford • Fairfield
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Stags' best effort comes up short
somebody say 1987 MAAC
Championships?) tied the score
for the second time in the half.
After two Fordham timeouts, Fred
For
Tim
O'Toole,
Quartlebaum was fouled by WalSaturday's MAAC contest pitting
ters with 10 seconds to play.
Fairfield against Fordham must
Shooting the free throws while
have brought back fond memories.
facing the soothing white walls of
In front of a sellout crowd of 3,022,
the north end of Alumni Hall,
the Rams' graduate assistant
Quartlebaum sank both.
coach watched with mixed emoWalters brought the ball
tions as the Stags battled back from
upcourt and, finding a contained
an 11 point second half deficit,
Bradford (22 pts.),
only to fall a bucket
drove right to the hoop.
short of victory when a
tip-in fell through the
The shot missed, and
Harold Brantley's tip-in
net after time had exattempt went back to
pired. Fordham esWalters, whose tip
caped with a 63-61
rolled around the rim
triumph.
before falling out. The
According to
ball did eventually go
the old basketball
through the net, but time
comparative equation,
had run out for the diswhich says if A=B and
appointed Stags and
B=C then A=C, this
their loyal fans.
game should have
been a runaway from
"The kids really
gave a great effort," said
the
work
go.
Coach Buonaguro.
Fairfield's
first
"Without question, this
MAAC game of the
was our best half of the
season had produced
year. We played our
an 18 point loss to Eddie Duncan goes airborne against Fordham
Iona, and those same Saturday as Harold Brantley looks on. P: Whitehouse heads off. This was the
Gaels were handed a 20 point de- corned the subsequent TV timeout. best we've looked this season
feat at the hands of the Fordham After the brief rest and some against a quality team and
Rams. Thus, adding on the fact heated words from Mitch, the Fordham is a good team."
Stag Notes: Troy Bradford
that Fordham had taken #2 North Stags came out firing. With only
Carolina to overtime, this game an O'Sullivan lay-up interrupting, remained in the Top Ten in the
had the potential to get ugly. In this the Stags poured in 11 points, with nation in scoring, ranking 7th with
season of parity in college basket- a Marvin Walters' free throw cut- a 24.5 ppg. average...Tom Squeri
ball, however, Coach Buonaguro ting the lead to a basket at 45-43 and Harold Brantley rank 4th and
and his young squad were not halfway through the period. A 8th in the MAAC. in rebounding,
about to rely on laws of mathemat- Walters' three-pointer capped a respectively...Brantley pulled
16-5 Fairfield run and knotted the down a season-high 11 boards in
ics.
the Fordham game...With his 5
The Stags did in fact start game at 48.
With 2:07 remaining, blocks against Fordham, Brantley
out in a shaky manner, falling
behind 5-0 before they scored their Bradford hit a 15-footer to pull also ranks 3rd in the MAAC in that
first points on a Mike Rodgers' 19- Fairfield within 3 at 61-58, and his category, with 1.7 bpg...Walters is
footer almost 5 minutes into the dazzling 3-pointer with two tied for 4th in the MAAC with 4.1
contest. After a Troy Bradford Fordham defenders in his face (did assists per contest.
By Ken Jordan
Assistant Sports Editor

bucket, Fairfield settled down and
played a strong first half, trailing
by six at halftime.
Entering the second half,
Fordham
center
Danny
O'Sullivan took it upon himself to
increase his meager 2-point output
at halftime by pouring in 6 markers
within the first 3 1/2 minutes. A
Fred Herzog lay-up provided
Fordham with its largest lead of the
game at 43-32, and Fairfield wel-

Stag Tracks
By Gareth Charter
Sports Editor
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Which of the highly recruited Freshman is making the biggest
impact on Fairfield basketball right now?...No, not Harold Brantley,
Steve Hagis or Rob HilL.Danbury native Lisa Mikelic has started every
Lady Stags contest thus far and has become one of the central weapons
coach Dianne Nolan looks to.. .Lisa is tied for ninth in the MAAC scoring
leaders with a 12.9 average...she's fourth in rebounding at 7.1 per game
...tied for second in steals at 2.5 per...Mikelic shows no signs of
"freshman tentativeness" in her strong moves to the goal...she could set
some Lady Stag records before she's done...speaking of records, Dianne
Nolan got her 200th career win on a Staurday, when the Lady Stags
defeated the Lady Rams (?) of Fordham 71-62...Mikelic and Trish
Barrett shared high scoring honors with 17 each...The Lady Stags are
now 9-6 overall and 3-1 in the MAAC with their back-to-back MAAC
victories over St. Peter's Wednesday and Fordham Saturday...Dana
Pellegrino had a game high 24 against St. Peter's including 5 of 6 from
3point land...that's the same territory as the men...Mikelic had 13 points,
7 rebounds, 8 assists and 4 steals...these ladies are gonna be tough at
tourney time...Larry Holmes may have gotten his head kicked in by
Tyson, but in the end it is Larry who won...throughout his career he felt
underrated and underappreciated....he got the last laugh though by
collecting 3 million for a fight he knew he wouldn't win...he exposed the
boxing world to be a joke and is "laughing all the way to Lafayette
Bank"..that's a quote from the post-fight interview...LaSalle gave North
Carolina a tough fight at the new Dean Dome recently....they lost 96-82
but in the process, Lionel "I'll take the MAAC with me on my shoulders"
Simmons scored 37 points to set a Dean Dome record...the old one was
35 by the late Len Bias...Baseball is coming...the time of sports
renaissance...The addition of Lee Smith made the Red Sox early favorites but the hand injury to Bob Stanley that may keep him out for the
season is the cause for even greater optimism in the Fenway
Faithful...great sports weekend coming up, check out my betting gurus'
preview.... they like Washington, but I'll take the Wayne Gretzky of
football thank-you....he will light up the scoreboard in this biggest of big
shows., .on Saturday the Intramural Hoop A league Final takes place over
in the Birkenstork Field House...this game has had more of a lay-off
before it and more talk than the Super BowL.Kool and the Gang is too
young and too cocky to deserve the title...their diarrhea of the mouth
exceeds that of the opponent Has Beens if you can believe that.. Jimmy
O'Meara must shoot well for the Has Beens....this past week he was
chipping pieces off the Rec Plex rims....if the Has Beens' Frank Madalone d's up Kool and the Gang's Scooter then Billy Burke and John "the
chili-dog that fuels the diarrhea" Logan will have to score...the line
presently stands at Has Beens - 41/2...Manhattan invades Alumni Hall
Saturday night to take on the Stags...get your tickets this week so you
don't have to listen to those two jerks on cable.

Betting Gurus preview Super Bowl XXII
By Erik Olesen and Joel
Gray
Staff Writers
Over the past several years,
superbowls have been anything
but super; they have been blowouts. We made picks in this paper
for two weeks this year and were 84 in the process. We're not bragging, just documenting our record.
When we put our minds together,
we figured that this game will be a
lot closer than in years past and
that taking the underdog Redskins
plus the 3 1/2 or 4 points is a wise
wager. Read on and we'll tell you
why.
Washington "O" vs. Denver
"D"
When Washington has the
ball on offense their objective will
be to control the ball, keep Elway
off the field, and of course to score.
Sometimes playing a conservative
"kill the clock" offence can be an
offense's worst enemy- Washington must not let this happen. Many
people consider Doug Williams to
be inexperienced but he is not. He
is a seasoned veteran who once
started for Tampa Bay and played
in the USFL. He has been handed
the starting job in Washington and
has earned the role of starter.
Washington's offensive line featuring Joe Jacoby and Raleigh

McKenzie was able to hold off
what many people thought was
one of the best D-lines in football
in the Vikings, and opened holes
for the running backs. If Williams
gets time, he should be able to
throw to all-Pro wide receivers Art
Monk and Gary Clark and on pass
ing downs to tight end
Clint Didier, although
his receptions dropped
off drastically this year
over previous seasons.
The running game features George Rogers,
whose performance
tailed off dramatically
during the second half;
Kelvin Bryant, who can
catch and/or run as well
as any back in the
league; and a rookie
named Timmy Smith
from Texas Tech who
ran with a fury during
the second half of the
season.
Denver' s defense is strong but
Washington's offensive line even
held off the hungry Bears in Chicago, and the logic here is that
Chicago's D Line may be the best
in football. On third down, Doug
Williams destroyed the Bears,
using his backs and receivers with
the utmost effeciency. Denver's
linebackers featuring Meck-

lenburg and Fletcher are tough, but
they may have a hard time catching
up to Bryant on pass patterns.
Washington has a ball control offense and the hunch here is that
Rogers will be used extensively to
eat up the clock. Once Denver's
D-backs begin to creep in to stop

the run, Williams will use his superb arm strength to unload to
Monk and Clark. Denver's cornerbacks, Wilson and Haynes are
not top quality and are big gamblers- as I can tell them from personal experience, gamblers can
often get burned. If Williams
maintains his poise, he will burn
Denver deep. This game is a tough

call, but I feel Washington's offensive line can render the Denver
pass rush useless. Wahshington
should be able to pick up three or
four yards a carry on the ground
and barring turnovers should be
able to move the ball at will. The
key is Doug Williams must not let
the pressure adversely affect him.
He must maintain
his poise and not
throw into double
and triple coverage.
He hates to be
sacked and almost
always waits to unload the ball until the
last
second.
Denver's defense
lives on turnovers;
the Redskins must
not play into their
hands.
Denver's "O"
vs Washington's
"D"
Over the past twelve Super
Bowl there has been a characteristic of Super Bowl champs to have
a pair of great Defensive Ends. In
the upcoming game John Elway
may have met his match. Defensive ends Dexter Manley and
Charles Mann were the best defensive end tandem in the NFL. If one
was to look back at past winners

you would find tandems like Dent
and Hampton of the Bears, Dean
and Board of the 49ers, Long and
Alzado of the Raiders, Mendenhall and Manley of the 'Skins,
Matuzack and Browning of th
Raiders, then there was Mean Joe
Greene and L.C. Greenwood of the
Steelers, Too Tall Jones and Harvey Martin of the Cowboys, and
finally Leonard Marshall and
"Bronco Killer" George Martin
should not be left out.
In the upcoming game Mann
and Manley will frustrate, contain,
and batter John Elway. Although
John Elway is the best at his position, one man does not win a Super
Bowl regardless of who they are.
Besides Manley and Mann, the
Redskins will also be sending veteran Dave Butz and Darrell Grant
from the inside which will also
help put a play in the Bronco's
running game. Therefore, the
Redskins defensive game plan will
probably be to penetrate into the
Bronco backfield and stopping
Sammy Winder and the Bronco
running game early. This will
force the Bronco's to go to a one
dimensional offense, which is
maybe their best. Mann and
Manley have to keep Elway from

Continued on page9.

